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From the author of the ?edgy and erotic? Full Exposure(New York Times bestselling author Shannon
McKenna), another explosive tale of sex and suspense?

As the only woman on her homicide squad, Genevieve Delacroix maintains a tough-as-nails attitude that
keeps men at arm?s length. She never gives into her secret fantasies?until she meets a mysterious stranger
who teaches her how little control she really has?over her mind and her body.

Cole Adams arrives in New Orleans believing star investigator Genevieve is his last hope for solving the
murder of his younger sister. He just doesn?t expect the hard-assed detective to look like a blond bombshell.
Once he breaks through her inhibitions, he soon finds an unexpected obsession?driving Genevieve right to
the edge of desire, and beyond?

But when the serial killer who has been terrorizing the streets of the French Quarter sets his sights on
Genevieve, the lovers realize they?ve both let down their guard. And losing control could have fatal
consequences?
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From reader reviews:

Steven Holt:

The book Tie Me Down can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why then
must we leave a very important thing like a book Tie Me Down? Several of you have a different opinion
about reserve. But one aim that will book can give many information for us. It is absolutely correct. Right
now, try to closer along with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, it is possible to give for
each other; you may share all of these. Book Tie Me Down has simple shape however you know: it has great
and massive function for you. You can look the enormous world by wide open and read a reserve. So it is
very wonderful.

Diane Gibbons:

Here thing why this specific Tie Me Down are different and dependable to be yours. First of all reading a
book is good however it depends in the content from it which is the content is as tasty as food or not. Tie Me
Down giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any book out there but there is no
reserve that similar with Tie Me Down. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your current eyes
about the thing this happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you. You can actually
bring everywhere like in area, café, or even in your approach home by train. If you are having difficulties in
bringing the printed book maybe the form of Tie Me Down in e-book can be your option.

Mary Kidd:

This Tie Me Down tend to be reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The main
reason of this Tie Me Down can be among the great books you must have is actually giving you more than
just simple studying food but feed you with information that possibly will shock your preceding knowledge.
This book is handy, you can bring it just about everywhere and whenever your conditions both in e-book and
printed ones. Beside that this Tie Me Down giving you an enormous of experience like rich vocabulary,
giving you tryout of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day exercise. So , let's have it and enjoy
reading.

Daryl Sanders:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the extra time or they
will get wide range of stress from both way of life and work. So , if we ask do people have extra time, we
will say absolutely sure. People is human not just a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity are
you experiencing when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer will certainly unlimited
right. Then do you try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, often
the book you have read will be Tie Me Down.
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